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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED]^
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Thursday
February 28,2008
Volume 102. Issue 114
WWVVBGNEWS.COM

FRESHMAN
YEAR

Past brutality
helps educate
for the future

This is Brittany; she's
a freshman. Last
fall, the University
collected lots of
information about
her called "Directory
Information.

Beholding Violence
conference is a means
to academically discuss
both past and p'esent
issues of violence

|*g»3

DIRECTORY
INFORMATION

Hypnotist comes
to student union

• Name
• Local address,
telephone and e-mail
' Home address and
telephone
• Date and place
of birth
• Major field of study
• Class standing
• Participation in
officially recognized
sports and activities
• Dates of attendance
at the University
• Degrees and awards
received
• Most previous
educational institution
• Enrollment status

Students were treated

digits;

to the entertainment
of. hypnotist Sailesh
Jiawan last night in
Olscamp | Page 3

Victims from
Katrina still
need housing

Information gathered by Dave Hcrrera

The mayor of New
Orleans is looking
to move almost 200
people to military-style

Your information is available to those at
the University and anyone who requests
it. But it doesn't have to be. Check out
what you can do to have more control
over your data.

Her information then
goes to these locations.

barracks | Page 5

Pop music
shouldn't whine
about violence
Puterbaugh says
artists' like Kid Rock

O

need to understand
historical strife before
complaining about

| Page 4
CAMPUS
PHONEBOOK

Don't vote for
Obama because
he's popular
means we should look
records and know their
stance on issues, not

what if...

who is ahead in polls
|Pag«4

Women's b ball
beats OU 82-67
Kate Achter led the
team with 27 points to
give the Falcons their
seventh straight victory
|Pag«6

BRITTANY WANTS TO
CHANGE HER INFORMATION?
OK. so say Brittany doesnt mind her information
being public. But what if something's messed up?
Luckily, she can correct the information - even
if might take a couple of trips. Most information
can be corrected by going to different offices on
campus.

REQUESTS
Some of the information is
available freely to the public, but
all of it is available to "third
parties" who request it.
Mostly, they're insurance
companies. University officials or
law enforcement agencies.
Off-campus businesses and
agencies won't receive it unless
it's required by law. The University
can also decide against releasing
information.

UNIVERSITY WEB SITE

atrocities today

at politicians' past

.' '

She should fill out a "Request to Withold
Directory Information" form.
After she turns in the form...
• The University won't release any of the
information without her consent for the
rest of that academic year.
• Her information will get taken off the
online directory.
• If she turns it in before Sept. I, her
information will not go into the printed
directory for that year.
• If someone important needs the
information - like an insurance company
- she will need to give consent.

...SHE WANTS
A REQUEST TO
WITHHOLD
DIRECTORY
INFORMATION FORM?
Go to the Registrar's Web site
at bgsu.edu/offices/registrar.
On the left side of the page,
click on "Records Services."
then on "Withholding
Directory Information" to
download the form as a PDF
document.

EMAl | me@bgneLbisu.edu

I
...HER NAME
IS MISSPELLED
OR HAS
CHANGED?
She can go to
Registration
and Records in
110 Administration
Building.

f
...HER PHONE
NUMBER IS
INCORRECT?

...HERE-MAIL
ADDRESS IS
INCORRECT?

If she lives on
campus, she can go
to Residence Life
in 440 Saddlemire
Student Services at

If she lives on
campus, she can
go to Residence
Life. If she lives off
campus, she can
go to Registration
and Records.

She can go to

Conklin.
If she lives off
campus, she can go
to Registration and
Records

BRYAN EICHORST.
Sophomore. Construction
Management

the Technology
Support Center
in 110 Hayes Hall.

See DEMOCRAT Page 2

'
BUT THAT SNOT
THE ONLY WAY
She can also go to
MyBGSU and click on
"Data Verification." where
she'll find plenty of links
to PDF forms to change
her biographical data,
academic data and more.
Information Technology
Services also offers a
form to update the online
directory.

Sources for
all data:
Information
Technology
Services

Oftkeof
Registration
and Records

"If Dave Matthews was
playing a concert in
Europe" | Page 4

Local elections not often on students' radar
ByAndyOuri.l

TODAY

Reporter

Partly Cloudy
High: 27 Low: 20

* &&>.

I

TOMORROW
Snow Showers
High: 11 Low: 23

k

When Ohio voters go to the polls
on Tuesday, the names Hillary
Clinton and Barack Obama will
be familiar, but other names on
the ballot may not ring a bell.
With last night's Democratic
presidential
debate
in
Cleveland, it is clear the presidential race is receiving a lot

of attention. Many students
are familiar with Obama and
Clinton's policies involving the
Iraq War and health care^ but
when asked about local politics, many seem to not know
much at all.
Sophomore lessica Orchard
invests her time to keep up with
the presidential race because
one of the candidates will be
the new leader of this country,

she said.
But Orchard does not keep
up with the local candidates
as much.
"It's hard to find info and if
|the medial is talking about a
certain person and you don't
know who they are, it's sometimes hard to find information
on them," she said.
"I think students aren't very
informed about local issues,"

The BG News

See ELECTIONS | Page 2
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...HER
ADDRESS IS
INCORRECT?

By Tim Sampson
and Kristen Vasas

said Mike Zickar, Wood County
Democratic Party chair. "I think
students care more about presidential politics. The amount of
votes drop in non-presidential
years."
According to Ohio.gov, more
than 71 percent of Ohioans
took part in voting for the last

PHONE (419)555-33»3

|

Ohio 'fertile
ground' for
Democrats

CLEVELAND — Even though
Sens. Hillary Clinton and Barack
Obama are still battling for the
Democratic presidential nomination, state Democratic leaders are
already charting a course to victory in Ohio come November.
Prior to the
Democratic
Presidential
debate
at
Cleveland State
University
on
Tuesday, several
leaders of the
Ohio Democratic Chris
Party addressed Redfern
reporters to discuss plans to Chair of
ensure that the the Ohio
party's eventual Democratic
nominee will win Party
Ohio in the general election.
Ohio presents fertile ground
for Democrats, said Chris
Redfern, chair of the state
Democratic Party.
Dismissing the notion that
Ohio is a Republican stronghold, Redfern said corruption
in the state Republican Party
and dissatisfaction with the
Bush administration allowed
Democrats to make significant
gains in 2006.
Democrat Ted Strickland was
elected governor that year and
fellow Democrat Sherrod Brown
was elected to the U.S. Senate.
"There is a trend in Ohio,
and that trend is towards the
Democratic Party," Redfern said.
But these midterm triumphs

NAME Brittany Reynolds

|

Kundmueller also said the
reason he has heard that the
policy exists is it reduces morale
to have homosexuals sen
ing openly in the military. But
Kundmueller said having such a
policy reduces camaraderie.
Soldiers are afraid of being
labeled as gay, he said, and that
infringes on the friendship and
camaraderie between the men
fighting.
"It's a question of how close people are allowed to get." Lewis said
Mark Ingles, president of the
College Democrats, said he
thought the system should also
be repealed.
"We are in a war right now. and
you need every person you can
possibly get." Ingles said.
See DEBATE | Page 2

ADDRESS [Residence Hall
'fowling Green. OH 43403

I

In an effort to get students talking and thinking about important issues, the Undergraduate
Student Government hosted a
Crossfire Campus Debate in the
Union Ballroom last night.
"This event stemmed off of a
concern I had last summer," said
USG President Johnnie Lewis.
"|Our generation is] not connecting to our current society,"
The debate was designed to
be audience-centered for that
reason, Lewis said. By increasing audience participation, more
students would be able to let
their views be heard.
Topics that were discussed
included the U.S. military's
"don't ask. don't tell" policy, the
War in Iraq, abortion and capital
punishment.
After stating that the views
offered tonight were not necessarily the views of USG, lewis
started the debate with a discussion on "don't ask, don't tell."
"1 think it's a very ineffective policy," said junior Chris
Kundmueller. "You're getting
rid of very useful people to the

BRITTANY DOESNT WANT
HER INFORMATION PUBLIC?

SEARCH RESULTS:

What is your dream
spring break?

By Kite SnyoWr
Reporter

military.1'

Columnist Chad

Voting for president

Campus debate
looks at issues
of war, abortion

VISIT BGKEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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ELECTIONS
From Page 1
presidential election in 2004.
In non-prescdenlial years
from 2005-2006. voter turnout dropped to an average of
under 4H percent.
With voter turnout low in
these years and the information ignored in many
national media, many local
candidates feel they need to
help the public become aware
of these issues.
"It's my job to help them
understand thai as a candidate, I need to process the
information that is out there
|to make it| vital for people to
know what is going on," said
Scot) Radcliffe, Republican
candidate for U.S. Congress.
Radcliffe continues to stress
how important it is to take part
in a local election.
"I believe you must be an
informed voter," he said.
To have a vote is to have
power, and I believe you need
to exercise that power in an
informed way."
And local politicians often
have a say in important issues
l hat presidents cannot address
as directly.
"In terms oftuitionand higher education, the president has
very little to do with what is
going to happen at local state
colleges in Ohio," Zickar said.
"Bill the governor and state
legislator really set things that
will affect tuition and scholarship money within the state,"
he said.
I hey have more control to
do things directly impacting
Students," Orchard said.
BUI lo be an informed voter,
citizens have to know the
issues by viewing or reading
about them.
Bob Latta. U.S. Congressman
for the 5th Congressional
District, said that in a presidential election there is going to be
a lot more interest generated
from the public as opposed to

"In terms of tuition and higher education,
the president has very little to do with what
is going to happen at local state colleges in
Ohio, but the governor and state legislator
really set things that will affect tuition and
scholarship money within the state."

CONCERT BAND MAKES A TRIBUTE' BLOTTER
TUESDAY
9:46 AM.
Possible theft was reported on Klotz
Road.
4:38 P.M.
Two subjects attempted to steal two
cases of Bud Light from Junction
Bar and Grill on North Main Street
during a delivery.

Mice Zickar | Wood Couni y Democratic Party Chair

a local one.
"It's the No. 1 job in the world
being president of the United
States," he said.
"There is no other country
havinga greater influence than
the president of the Unites
States and people really follow
it with the race."
Latta said even with a fraction of the funds a presidential candidate will use, a local
official can be more personable with the locals by meeting
people and using techniques
like going door-to-door, lobbying their policies.
Even with these tactics, it
still might be hard to get students involved in voting.
"Students don't vote very
frequently in local elections,"
Zickar said. "Students are very
perceptive in learning, but feel
helpless in getting information
on people on the ballot."
For some students, it might
be hard to pay attention lo the
elections when not everyone
attending the University lives
in Ohio.
Radcliffe understand this is a
problem with students because
he experienced the same by
being from I'errysburg and
attending West Point Academy
in New York.
"It's hard to gel a feel for
ihe local race," he said. "Unless
you are going lo school in the
same general area you were
raised in, it's hard to get a feel
for the local races,"
Lalta said in order for students to be more involved in
local politics, they should read
up on local newspapers from

David lackson, associate
professor of political science,
said students should pay attention because of howmuch lime
they spend here.
"ISludentsl spend nine
months of Ihe year al Bowling
Green; it's more important to
pay attention and register lo
voie here than back home,"
lackson said.
Students should pay attention because at each level of
government, taxes have to be
paid no matter where one is
from, lackson said.
But what might have most
students turned off to a local
election is the lack of exposure and a feeling of trust
being absent.
"People are distrustful or
skeptical of most information that is fed to them about
politicians, it's hard to trust,"
Zickar said.
Radcliffe is one of those
politicians trying to gel students to mist him so they can
feel they make a difference in
local elections.
"I have made an effort to
reach out with Ihe students
of Bowling Green because
it is important to gel them
involved. College students are
very passionate about what is
going on," Radcliffe said.
F.verylhing starts at a small
level, including politics,
Radcliffe said.
"To know that person's views
and opinions is vital to making
sure you are correctly represented for Ihe nation's highest
law-making body."

We've got your next place!
Apartments Available for Rent for 2008-2009
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 17,2008 to August 9, 2008.

EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Offenhauer.
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only.
School Year - S395.00 per month
One Year - $370.00 per month

8:56 P.M.
An obscene snowman was reported
on South College Drive

Bowling Green.

PETS ALLOWED
with a S300.00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
517 E.Reed
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733, 755, 777 Manville

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.
517 E. REED STREET- AtThurstin

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

Furn. Or Unturn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S465.00 per month.
One year - $400.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $385.00 per month.
One year - $350.00 per month.

707-727 THIRD STREET

720 SECOND STREET

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $395.00 per month.
One year - $350 00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $410.00 per month.
One year - $360.00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm. One Bath.
School year - $465.00 per month.
One year - $410.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $435.00 per month.
One year - $370.00 per month.

WEDNESDAY
1:38 A.M.
Randy Rashawn Fitzpatriclc, 22,
of Bowling Green, was arrested
for failure to maintain reasonable
control, failure to comply with
police order and resisting arrest.
Police said Fitzpatrick refused to
pull over, parked ou^ide his house
and attempted to run inside. After
being transported to jail, a plastic
bag of cocaine was discovered
in Fitzpatrick's boot. He was also
charged with trafficking in drugs, illegal conveyance of prohibited items
into a detention facility and possession of drugs.

DEBATE
From Page 1

BRIAN BORNHOEFI

-

'.I,',

COMPOSURE: Under ihe guesi direction of Conductor Travis J Cross the Universily
Conceit Band performs "Tribute." a piece he composed in 2007 Travis is a doctoral
student al Northwestern Universily and has spent [he last few days working with student
ensembles here al ihe University.

DEMOCRAT
From Page I
can't change ihe fact thai Sen.
John Kerry, D-Mass„ lost to
President George W. Bush in
Ohio in 2004, costing Kerry
and the Democrats the While
House.
Kerry on ly managed to win 16
of Ohio's 88 counties, mainly in
urban areas, said John I lagner,
Ihe targeting and field director
for Ihe Ohio Democratic Parly.
I lagner said Kerry failed in
Ohio because he chose not lo
expand his campaign beyond
the major metropolitan areas
of Cleveland, Columbus,
Cincinnati, Dayton and Toledo.
"John Kerry won 16 counties
because he only contested 16
counties," Hagner said.
But slate parly leaders
learned their lesson, Hagner
said.'When Strickland ran
for governor, he managed lo
flip Kerry's numbers around,
winning 72 counties and only
losing 16.
That's why Democrats will
focus less on urban areas, where
1 lagner said Democratic voters
have already been maxed out.
Instead the party will look to
improve iis standing in soulheaslern Ohio and in "micropolitan" cilies like Bowling Green.
Thegrassrootscampaignwill
employ door-to-door canvassing and aggressive targeting of

individual voters to help bring
in more votes.
"It's a really 88-county
strategy," said Doug Kelly, the
executive director of the Ohio
Democratic Patty.
And Kelly said there is reason lo believe that Democrats
will be successful in their new
strategy — 563,186 voters who
cast ballots for Bush in 21104
crossed party lines to vote for
Strickland in 2004,
But it is questionable whether (his new strategy will help
Democrats make inroads in
rural northwest Ohio. Bush
won Wood County during the
2004 presidential election, and
last December, Republican Bob
Latta claimed victory in northwest Ohio's 5th District congressional special election.
But Redfern said last fall's
special election should not be
taken as an indication of how
things will go in November.
"Special elections are tough
to coordinate," Redfern said.
"It's important not to draw
any conclusions from Latta's
victory."
Regardless of how the vote
goesin northwest Ohio, Redfern
is positive that ihe new strategy of broadening Democratic
campaigns outside of the cities
will work for the party.
"Going to just urban centers
may have worked 20 or 30 years
ago," he said. "But now we have
lo go beyond."

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy. One to Three Person Rates Available.

The Mis, iiy-n 111 moved lo the
Iraq War, and whether America
should stay or get out.
One of the main issues was
whether Ihe U.S. can tell other
countries how to run their government when our own system
is not perfect, either.
"To what extent do we police
other countries?" Lewis said.
With a short online video, the
discussion then went to abortion.
"(It's lo| kind of get you thinking,
kind of get you talking" Lewis said.
One of Ihe points brought up
was whether abortion should be
acceptable in the case of rape.
"Mpst pro-lifers I know say in
ihe case of rape, then it's all right,"
said senior Joe DiNardi. "But what
child deserves to die because of
the sins of ihe father?"
Whether a child will be born
into poverty was another point
addressed.
"What does our system do for
uncared children?" Lewis said. "Do
we have enough things in place to
give children a good life?"
DiNardi said it seems like people are saying that since it's such
a hard world anyway, parents
might as well jusl save the child
the trouble of living in it.
"If abortion was illegal, abortions would still take place,"
DiNardi said. "Murder is illegal,
murder still takes place. Should we
just say, 'OK, let's make it legal?'"
The final discussion was about
capital punishment.
One of the main aspects
talked about was rehabilitation
versus punishment.
"What do we use our prisons
for?" Lewis said. "Is it for rehabilitation? Is il for punishment?"
Kundmueller thought rehabilitation was something so subjective that people have to take it on
a case-by-case basis.
Ingles agreed.
"True remorse is very subjective," he said. "I don't know how
you can judge thai."
Al the end of the event, Lewis
thanked everyone for coming.
"These are things we as individuals need lo lake our own
personal stance on," Lewis said.
"We as a generation need to start
speaking up."
Students who attended the
event thought the concept was a
good idea.
"My big thing is it's all about
education and getting all sides of
an argument," said sophomore
Sundeep Mmgi. "Regardless of
whether or not you disagree, it's
important to see where other
people are coming from."

505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's.

521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bath S Extra Vanity.
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $655.00 per month.
One year - $565.00 per month.

402 HIGH STREET

835 FOURTH STREET

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two bedrooms.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bath W/ Vanity in Bdrms.
School year - $620.00 per month.
One year - $520.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
School year - $650.00 par month.
One year - $540.00 per month.

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH or
818 SEVENTH STREET

831 SEVENTH STREET

CITY
BRIEF

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $560.00 per month.
One year - $485.00 per month.

BG police arrest faux
cop for real

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $565.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

FOREST APARTMENT- Napoleon
at S. College.

Unlurnished. 1" baths, dishwasher.
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath, hall vanity.
School year - $555.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

^eoi &2&tie, Inc.

FALCONS vs. #fi MICHIBAJf STATE

SATUHDAY March 1
7:35pm WSU ICE ARENA

.. .-JOHN

NEWLOVE

A Bowkng Green man was arrested for
«npersonatmg a poke officer on Monday right

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell:
Renlal Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. - Fri. 8:30-5:30
Sat 8:30-5:00
www (ohnnewloverealestaie com

BGSU Hockey wraps up SUPER SATURDAY by hosting the
Defending National Champion Spartans on SENIOR NIGHT.

Jjjjf
CINE
PHTSEHTIME

•W, I

177-KSI TICIET | KSIFALOINSXOM

Harrison L Daman. 25. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for three accounts of
abduction and issued a misdemeanor citation for carrying a concealed weapon and
disorderly conduct while intoxicated.
Alter recieving a report about suspicious man conducting sobriety test outside
Uptown/Downtown Bar on North Main
Street police arrived to find Daman wearing a black knit hat with POLICE written in
white letters Police said Daman had three
young women lined up with their backs to
me wall and was holding two of thek IDs.
He was taken to the Wood County
Justice Center and at press time, was
being held on a 155.000 bond

i

I
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GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events taken from eventsbgsu.edu

Students hypnotized in campus performance
By Scott Radar

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Spring Break Essentials
Raffle
Union - Table Spact

11:30 am. -1:30 pm
History of Women in
Sports at BGSU
201 Union

1-2:15 p.m.
Get the Offer: Effective
Job/Internship Searching
116 Conklln North

5-llp.m.
N-Word Funeral
228 Union

7 - 8p.m.
ArtTalk:WJ.T. Mitchell
The Union Theater

7-9p.m.
Beholding Violence
Conference: Plenary
Session
206 Union

Violence
is topic of
University
lectures

Thursday. February 28.2008 3

Reporter
Last night in Olscamp, several
University students thought the
ceiling was on fire, that a dog
and a small child were killed by a
semi-truck, that they were viewingthemseh/es in porno, and that
they gave themselves wedgies.
They were not on mind-altering substances, but rather were
in a state of deep hypnosis performed by Sailesh Jiawan.
Jiawan, who has been performing for 13 years, started
his show by asking the audience how many people had
been hypnotized before. After
only a handful of the audience
responded, he quickly corrected
their misconception.
"You hypnotize yourselves several times everyday," Hawaii said.
"I know how to keep you there for
the whole show."
His method of picking participants was quite unusual, telling
the audience whoever wanted to
participate could come on the
stage, which caused a chaotic
rush of potential candidates.
liawan weeded out the volunteers by doing a quick introduction to hypnosis, so only some
would fall into a trance, and
about half of the participants

on the stage found their way
back to their seats in the audience. The people remaining
were then warned.
"You have now passed the point
of no return," liawan said. "Each
and every word I say is the truth,
and you will treat it as such."
He then showed his power
over the hypnotized participants by telling them it was
several degrees below zero,
which made them rub their
hands together and grab each
in attempt to stay warm. The
crowd erupted with laughter.
During the duration of the
show, he manipulated the hypnotized audience members
in many ways, but a highlight
came when he told them the
person to their right had just
pinched their butt.
The girl sitting on the complete
left of the stage gave the sound
technician a piece of her mind
"You're not allowed to do that,"
the girl said. "You're a jerk." And
the crowd once again was full
of laughter.
Kreischer I la II Director Reggie
Shouse knew liawan from when
he booked him at Defiance
College and thought he would
bring an enjoyable show to
the University.
"1 thought it would be a real-

SCOTT BECKER
HYPNOTIZE ME: Students performed unusual acts after being hypnotized by Sailesh Jiawan last night in Olscamp

ly good show that the students
would like," Shouse said. "|lt is
something fun to do on a cold
winter night."
Those whodid not get a chance
to see liawan last night can view
his performances on YouTube or
his official Web site:
www.sailesh.ca.

Pet Friendly
PETS

LOVE US!
730 ELM ST:

330 N. CHURCH:
Cat. $810 plus utilities.

Cat or Dog. $620 plus utilities.

523 H. ENTERPRISE:
Cat. $1050 plus utilities.

128MAHVILLE:
Cat or Dog. $1375 plus utilities

734 ELM ST:
Cat or Dog. $785 plus utilities.

PETS
VJEl-COME!

By Anthony Phillips
Reporter

From medieval dungeons
to Abu Ghraib, experts will
be examining the history of
violence at the University
this weekend.
The Beholding Violence academic conference will begin at
7 p.m., today, in the Union.
The conference speakers
will focus on the beholders
or viewers of violence during
the medieval era and early
modern culture.
"The conference is really a
way to look backwards in time,"
said Dr. Allie Terry, assistant
professor of art history.
Terry explained how, by looking at early modem culture, we
can draw comparisons about
the present from the violence of
the past.
"You know we are beholders of violence every day, and
so we're trying to understand
those audiences in the past so
that we can better understand
our present."
There will be several academic sessions to explore the
beholders of violence throughout the conference.
Erin Labbie, associate English
professor, and Terry divided the
sessions Into interdisciplinary
themes.
Such
themes
include
"Responding to Violence" and
"Throwing Stones." Lectures
will be given on current works
from almost 40 scholars in various fields of study regarding
these various themes.
This is the first time these
scholars will be able to come
together and share their information in a formal setting with
each other.
There will also be several
keynote speakers during the
event, including W.J.T Mitchell,
who, Terry stated, is probably
the most prominent person in
the field of visual culture.
His works include "The
Language of Images" and
"Picture Theory."
His lecture is titled "Cloning
Terror The War of Images, 9-11
to Abu Ghraib," and it will be
the only lecture for the conference today.
However, Friday's sessions
start at 9 a.m. in the School of
Art building and will continue
until 4:45 p.m.
At 5:15 p.m. on Friday a bus
will transport conference members to theToledo Museum of Art
for the second keynote speaker,
Michael UebeL where he will
give his lecture, "Masochism in
America."
Then, on Saturday, the sessions resume in the Union at 9
a.m. and continue until later in
the evening.
Terry encourages students to
attend the conference.

332 South Main Slreel
Bowling Green Ohio. 43402
419.352.5620
www.newloverentals.com
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Dude

we lived at
Copper Beech...
We really do have it all.

Spacious bedrooms
Free high-speed Internet
connection
Free cable
Full-size dishwasher
Available furnished
or unfurnished
Full-size private bathrooms
& one powder room
Private Shuttle

Copper Beech Clubhouse
Large capacity washer
& dryer
No parking worries
Garbage disposal
Built-in microwave
"True Separation"
soundproofing system
..we wouldn't be sharing
a bathroom!

..we wouldn't be sitting
in this laundromat!

Copper ®eech
...we would have
peace and quiet!

'
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2(157 Napoleon ltd • 419-353-3300

www.copperbeechtownhomes.com
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"We are beholders of violence every day, and so we're trying to understand those audiences in the past
SO that we can understand our present. - Allie Terry, assistant professor of art history, [see story pg.3]
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET SPRING BREAK EDITION:
"Partying in the
Bahamas!"

To go to Australia!"

DAY 4: What is your dream spring break?

"Frying myself around

"Going to Mexico

the world!"

and not remember-

K*

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own lake on

ing a minute of it!"

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
PRESTON BROOKS.
Sophomore,
Athletic Training

BRITTANY COLLINS,
Junior.
Sports Management

RYAN ECKEL
Sophomore. Aviation

ALLISON
STOCKDAli.
Junior. Marketing

a question' Give us your
feedback at bqnevrt.com.

Life's not all its cracked' up to be Don't be afraid to say 'NO'bama
"Is there a need to impress our friends
by appearing to support one

"The days when a college degree guaranteed
you a cushy job and home to raise those 2.5
future crack dealers are long gone."
This week I read a news report
stating that a 7-year-old boy
had been caught with 70 grams
of crack cocaine at school. My
first reaction was to find a hard
hat and stock up on canned
foods, because obviously the
apocalypse is nigh.
When first graders are slinging crack, it is only a matter of
time before the winged horsemen come bearing pestilence,
famine and all that good stuff.
It says so in Revelation ("and
then a child shall arrive bearing
crack rocks...").
Alright, maybe I've never
actually read Revelation, but
you don't have to know what
the Bible says about the end of
time to be apprehensive about
the funire.
Oil prices have surpassed the
SI00 barrel mark, food prices
continue to rise and don't forget
the crises in credit and housing.
If you're about to graduate,
chances are you're worried about
the harsh world you will have to
enter in May.
You aren't the only one worried
about the future: This week,10

TOMORROW IN FORUM
Columns by Jess Hylton and
Ally Blankartz.
Schedule subject to change

tons of seeds were deposited in
a doomsday vault opened deep
inside an Arctic mountain to protect the world's crops from future
climatic or societal changes.
So even if that philosophy
degree and thousands of dollars in loans don't get you
anywhere, there is always subsistence farming.
The days when a college
degree guaranteed you a
cushy job and home to raise
those 2.5 future crack dealers
are long gone.
Student debt has increased
more than 50 percent in the
past decade, with the average
student graduating with $20,000
in loans and at least $2,000 in
credit card debt.
To put this into perspective,
consider that a person with a
liberal arts degree can expect to
earn about $30,337, as compared
with about $50,000, which is
what a liberal arts graduate could
expect (with adjustments for
inflation) back in the 1970s.
If that doesn't make you want
to run around yelling, "the sky
is falling! The sky is falling!" I
assume it's because you're sitting on a trust fund that's about
to mature.
Even so, you have to admit that
the world you're about to step
into is far from rosy.
While this generation of leaders hands out checks in hopes of
stimulating the economy, they

leave us to address the root issue
of unrestrained debt dampening
consumer demand.
While the planet continues to
heat up, today's leaders put off
the restructuring needed to save
our planet, leaving us to deal
with inadequate food supply and
re-emerging infectious disease —
just a few of the projected effects
of drastic climate change.
Instead of investing in and
encouraging the green technology that will bring stagnant
economies into the 21st century, they leave us to figure
out how to make a no-growth
economy work.
Instead of dealing with the
impending social security crisis,
politicians filibuster, leaving us
to support generations of baby
boomers whose Medicare won't
come close to covering their
medication expenses.
Call me pessimistic or Chicken
little. I honestly hope you're
right. But maybe you should be
prepared, just in case.
After all, if the guy running
the country has a nuclear
fallout bunker to escape to
when the, uh, spit hits the fan,
shouldn't you?
lust in case, I'll be at Big
Lots, stocking up on those
canned goods.
— Respond to Kampirecu
theneivs@bgnews.com.

Don't sing me the same old song

1 first heard Kid Rock's song
"Amen" a few months ago on
one of my daily commutes to
work. The weather wasn't particularly triggering, nor was the
song particularly anti-intellectual. However, the ideal condi•tions must have been such that
;I nearly threw my radio out the
window and swore off American
.pop music completely.
'■ My almost hasty thought processes soon enough lost their
jnovelty, but the bitter experience of that song that day has
in ii left me without the desire to
say something.
In the song, Kid (or Mr. Rock)
describes his distaste with current culture onavarietyoftopics
from politics to child predators,
to passivity in the citizenry. End
[the song in an appeal that everyone adopt some angelic qualities
lhat he proposes, everybody
might just be happy.
Similar songs on the radio in
the past have often evoked my
unbridled anger, and it's not
because they — nearly universally — appeal to some third party
deity to solve the problems. No,
my critique lies in their noticeable lack of historical perspective.
When I hear such songs com-

plaining about violence in the
street, or kidnappings, or what
have you, I do not automatically
withdrawal sympathy. 1 also agree
that these things are bad news,
but my fundamental response is
a question: When have these not
been the case?
What these singer/songwriters fail to grasp in their timeless
accounts of the present is that the
past was much, much worse.
Let's take a base look at cultures and civilizations of the past
6,000 or so years. If there's one
thing that can be generalized
about all of these cultures, it's that
no one ever recorded that their
civilization had too few bandits.
That is to say, banditry, theft and
murder have been integral, if
not detrimental, aspects to most
societies on the western front.
To put it simply We have never
known a time in the West when
contemporary Kid Rocks did not
also have similar woes. Indeed,
the historical accounts tell us that
even in the great city of Rome,
no one dared to walk outdoors at
night without his/her own personal gang of thugs.
The Roman city may have
been one of the West's turning
points as tar as civilization is
concerned; that did not, however,
make it any less frightening than
swimming in shark-infested
waters. Nearly everywhere, people were being murdered or kidnapped, and no one with affluence allowed their lads outside
without a bodyguard. For most
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of its tenure, Rome even lacked
anything remotely resembling a
devoted police force.
Yet Rome is one of the most
stable societies we have ever
witnessed. As tar as democratic
longevity is concerned, the U.S.
still has leaps and bounds to go
before challenging Rome's record.
In essence, my primary
thoughts are that while murder
and rape and all of that baloney
are terrible, awful things, there
doesn't seem to be a whole lot of
historical evidence that they will
be disappearing any time soon.
In fact, it is almost as if they're
inherent to civilization.
Now, certainly I don't expect
that all musicians should also be
history buffs, 1 don't necessarily expect thoughtful lyrics, and
heck, a lot of the time I don't even
expect that the music will be
good. I'm also sympathetic that
there are certain conventions to
songwriting. Surely, in lyrics, you
cannot give the world the depth
of analysis it deserves: There are
only so many words you can sing
in a song.
However, people should be
wary of imbibing those lyrics too
deeply without contemplation.
There are many sources to
get your information about
the world, and, personally, pop
music ranks near the bottom
for me.
—Respond to Chad at
thenews@bgnews.com.

candidate over another?"
It feels as though I am under
some fairly intense peer pressure
these days, and it stems from an
unlikely source.
No, it's not about taking
drugs, underage drinking or
fitting in with questionable
social groups. It's hardly about
doing something illegal, but
rather about an action that
Americans should support.
I'm referring to voting — or,
more specifically, the pressure 1 feel from those around
me and the media to vote for
Barack Obama.
Don't get me wrong, I'm
excited that others my age are
excited about politics, and that
my longtime interest in politics
and current events no longer
ostracizes me from the rest of my
age bracket.
But unlike many of my
friends, I do not plan to vote for
Obama in the primaries next
week and 1 can't help but wonder if it's almost expected that all
young voters who want to cast
their vote are supposed to do so
for this candidate only.
I'm the first to admit that I
initially gave in to the hype surrounding Obama. When he
made his announcement to run
for president, I jumped on the
bandwagon. My friends were
all planning to vote for Obama;
clearly there was something
good about his policies and it
was a good idea to support him.
The media had been reporting
on the senator and his appeal
with young voters since he was
elected to the Senate in 2004,
and he was "a voice for change,"

something that was positive in
my eyes.
As time went on, I realized that
although I expressed excitement
over Obama and his campaign, I
had no idea why I had supported
him. Investigating further, I came
to realize that maybe 1 did not
fully understand or agree with
Obama's campaign platforms.
I had blindly supported
Obama, as if I had an obligation
to do so based on my identity as
a youth voter. I lad I fallen victim
to peer pressure because 1 put
the opinions of my friends and
what the media was telling me
oxer my stances on the issues?
It's not that Obama suddenly became a horrible figure
whom I found impossible to
support because my friends
were so gung-ho for him, or
because he was (and will continue to be) in the public eye
constantly. Similarly, people
shouldn't vote for someone
simply because they aren't the
most popular candidate, or to
go against the grain.
What happened to listening
to what the candidates were
realty saying and what their past
records have proven, rather than
what the media and our peers
would want?
Freshman Maria Martinez
echoed my sentiments. Obama
"seems to appeal to young people for some reason, and [young)
people look at me like I'm stupid
or something if I say I'm not voting for Obama," she said. Since
when is this a one-person presidential race in which the candidate has been decided for nearly
two years before election day?

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

This is a process in which
people are supposed to support
who they think will do the best
job based on their own personal judgments, rather than what
people in their circle of friends
feel. "There is an 80 percent
chance in the next election that
I will tell all my friends that
I'm voting for Barack Obama,
but I will secretly vote for John
McCain," Liz Lemon said on
"30 Rock!'
Is there a need to impress our
friends by appearing to support
one candidate over another?
We're all given the right to tree
speech, and if we wish to tell
people who we are voting for, we
shouldn't have to lie to conform
to social expectations.
This is not to say that Obama
won't bring about the change he
is promising, or that his voters or
detractors are ill-informed about
what they are voting for.
I just can't help but wonder
if there are others who fell into
the same trap of peer pressure
I have, and may accidentally
make a decision with their vote
that they disagree with, based on
social expectations.
When Tuesday rolls around,
as Maria says, "votes should be
on the candidates' views on the
issues, because that is what will
really affect us in the long run."
Fads can be both social and
political, and whether it's Obama
or another candidate, don't
vote for someone because you
are trying to conform or to go
against what others say you are
supposed to.
If I voted according to my
friends' wishes back in my elementary school days, we could
be looking at President Britney
Spears. The same principle can
still apply today Vote for who
you tnity believe in, not who others say you should.
— Respond to Marisha at
thenews@bgnews.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Key points on what love
truly is overlooks reality
Every once in a while, I come
upon an article in the Forum
section that irritates me.
However, Andrew Hoover's column [Another column about
love, Feb. 25| was probably the
most irritating I have ever read.
Last fall, my partner Rob and
I celebrated our 22nd anniversary together surrounded
by our family and friends. We
knew that this was our last
year together as Rob had been
diagnosed with brain cancer
nearly 10 years ago and his
health was declining quickly.
Rob and I have always
held steadfast in times of difficulty, the jobs lost because
of homophobia, our property vandalized by immature
youth, the beating I suffered
by a stranger who yelled "faggot" with every punch of the
fist. But nothing hurts us more
than to hear others proclaim
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that our love and devotion to
each other is meaningless.
According to Mr. Hoover, our
love, because it is a homosexual relationship, is nothing more
than lust. Does Mr. Hoover
think it was lust keeping us
together when 1 was holding
Rob's hand and comforting
him after the ill effects of chemotherapy or his third brain
surgery? Do you think it was
lust that kept us together as we
struggled to pay the countless
medical bills?
Mr. Hoover claims (based
on his Christian beliefs) that
"love is free, total, faithful,
and fruitful" and that because
homosexuals cannot produce
children (be fruitful) their love
is not true love. What a slap in
the face to millions of childless
loving heterosexual couples.
Apparently, Mr. Hoover does
not realize that there are many
ways to support life other than
just the act that creates one.
Are we not being fruitful

when we donate food, clothing and money to shelters
for the homeless? Rob and I
were fruitful when we gave
our time and love to foster
a child left abandoned by a
prostitute mother and drugabusing father.
Rob passed away this past
January. We had a wonderful life together that has been
celebrated and recognized by
hundreds of friends and family members. We have been
comforted in knowing they
have accepted us the way that
nature or God has intended us
to live and love.
I feel sorry for Mr. Hoover
and other self-proclaimed
Christians who continue to use
their misguided interpretation of the Bible to perpetuate
and justify their subtle bigotry.
Their proclamations of true
love are what we should fear
the most.
— Ken Dymond
BGSU Class of 1983
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campus or the Bowling Green area.
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University's campus or the Bowling
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Facility built to house Katrina victims
By John Moreno Gonzalcs
Tin- Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS - Since
Hurricane Katrina flooded his
home 30 months ago, Donald
Collins says, he has fled to an
evacuation center, huddled in
an abandoned house and lived
in a tent outside City Hall.
Eventually the former sanitation
worker migrated to a downtown
underpass where crack sales
and clothing donations seem
equally common.
Mayor Ray Nagin has another stop in mind for Collins and
about 200 other people who have
been squatting there for months:
a military-style barrack that critics say is short on long-term solutions to a homeless epidemic.
"I'm not going." Collins, 52, said
as he gulped a beer at 10:30 a.m.
on a Monday, describing himself
as a Katrina-inspired alcoholic
on a waiting list for subsidized
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SHELTER: Lou Banfalvi. project director of the New Orleans Mission, poses in a 120-foot long and 50-foot wide air-conditioned tent

housing. "Something else will
turn up."
Nagin vowed to use health and
safety codes to move the men
and women living underneath
the stretch of Interstate lOknown
as the Claiborne Avenue bridge

to the tarp-covered facility that
was awaiting fire inspections.
Aware of the camp's proximity
to the French Quarter and other
tourist destinations, the mayor
wants the move done by the end
of the week.

The barrack. 120-feet long and
30-fcet wide, is air-conditioned,
filled with double-decker bunk
beds and stands on the grounds
of a mission in the city's Central
Business District that has worked
with the homeless for 20 years.

By H«nry Sanderson
The Associated Press
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ALL DRIED UP: A Chinese villager pumps water from a well outside his house in Hebei.
China. To keep taps flowing. Beijing is draining surrounding regions
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2 Bedroom Apartments

BEIIING — When 16,000 athletes and officials show up this
summer, they will be able to
turn the taps and get drinkable
water — something few Beijing
residents have ever enjoyed.
But to keep those taps flowing for the Olympics, the city is
draining surrounding regions,
depriving poor farmers of water.
Though the Chinese capital's
filthy air makes headlines, water
may be its most desperate environmental challenge. Explosive
growth combined with a persistent drought mean the city
of 17 million people is quickly
running out of water.
Meanwhile, rainfall has been
below average since 1999. The
result: Water resources per per-

son are l/30th of the world average, even lower than Israel.
"To ensure the supply for a
short period of time shouldn't
be a problem, but to keep the
long-term sustainable use of
resources is a challenge," said
Ma )un, an environmentalist
who has written about China's
water issues.
Inan attempt toease the water
woes, China has turned to a
grand engineering feat. Workers
are digging up the countryside
south of Beijing for a canal that
will bring water from China's
longest river, the Yangtze, and
its tributaries to the arid north
by 2010.
The first part of the project is
being accelerated to meet anticipated demand from Olympic
visitors. By April, the canal is to
begin bringing 80 billion gallons

Newlove Rentals
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Olympics bring notice to Chinas water draught
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a year — an amount equal to
the annual water use of Tucson.
Ariz. — from four reservoirs in
nearby I lebei province.
"I think one of the things the
Olympics is showing is it's desperation time and Beijing has
the power," said lames Nickum,
an expert on Chinese water
policy issues at Tokyo logakkan

College in lapan.

In mountainous Chichcng
county, about 70 miles north
west of Beijing, dried-out corn
stalks stick out ol the windblown
earth, farmers limit themselves
(0 two buckets of water a day
from icy wells. They are prohibited from tapping what's left in
the local reservoir.

• 803 Fifth St. - $435
• 801 Fifth St. - $435
• 320 Elm St. - $550
• 843 Sixth St. - $430
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SIDELINES

TICKET COSTS

ATTENDANCE FIGURES
FOR THE PAST THREE

WOMEN'S:

SEASONS

2005-2006: Season - 12.089.
Average - 1.099

2007 08 Single Gam* Tickets
PRIME Chairback Reserved $9
Upper Level Chairback Reserved $7
Bench Reserved Adull $6
Bench Reserved Youth/Senior/
Military $4
General Admission Adult $5
General Admission Youth/Senior/
Military $3
Student Guest Ticket $5
Group Rates (20-50) $2 (51>) $1

2006-2007: Season - 20.897,
Average - 1.607

MEN'S:

WOMEN'S
ATTENDANCE

HOCKEY
2004-2005: Season - 9.019,

Coach Scott Paluch
has some very
familiar faces with
him on the bench
BG joins North Dakota and

Average - 902

Boston as the only schools
2007-08 Single Gam* Tickets
PRIME Chairback Reserved N/A
Upper Level Chairback Reserved

where the entire coaching
staff are graduates of the
school they are coaching at.

J13

MEN'S ATTENDANCE

Bench Reserved Adult 111 $
Bench Reserved Youth/Senior/
Military 19
General Admission Adult S9
General Admission Youth/Senior/
Military $7
Student Guest Ticket $6
Group Rates (20-50) $6 (51 ♦) $4

Page 7

ONLINE

2004-2005: Season - 56.769.
Average — 2,451

The BG News
Sports Blog

2005-2006: Season - 22.927.
Average — 1.764

Log on to The BG News

2006-2007: Season - 21.049.
Average — 1.403

Sports Blog for all the latest
information on all of your
favorite Falcon sports. The
blog can also be good for live
game updates of hockey as
well as men's and women's
basketball.
http://www.bgnewssports.
blogspot.com

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1998—Vancouver Canucks
Mark Messier is 4th NHL
player to reach 1.600 points.
1986-Baseball

Falcons ticket sales: a gender issue?
Depending on who you're watching, ticket prices could vary

commissioner Peter Uberroth
suspends seven players for
one year after each admitted
to using drugs.
1981—Calvin Murphy, of
- the Houston Rockets, sets an
. NBA record with 78
consecutive free throws.
1967—Wilt Chamberlain
sinks NBA record 35th
consecutive field goal.

The List

By Allison Kemp
Reporter

Above the box office window in
Anderson Arena hangs a sign that advertises general admission adult women's
basketball tickets at $5 and men's basketball tickets at $9.
The difference in ticket price is based
on many elements.
Those factors considered include
recent BG attendance figures and
past prices, as well as ticket costs at
other MAC area and comparably-sized
schools, in addition to if the sport

makes money, said Brian Delehoy, the
athletic department's director of marketing and promotions.
Ticket prices at the University are
determined by Delehoy and Greg
Christopher, the University's director
of athletics. The director of ticket sales
would also participate in this decision,
but that position is currently vacant.
Historically women's basketball
teams usually have smaller crowds
than men's teams, so the men's tickets are more expensive to cover that,
Delehoy said.
But the University's women's basketball team is "special," he said.

Attendance for both teams last year was
almost the same, with the men's team
having a higher season-long attendance
figure by less than 200 people.
The women's team has attracted a
following since it won the MAC championship game in 2005 and has won it
both years since.
"We're riding the momentum when
we can," Delehoy said, adding the athletic department doesn't want to gouge
the fans, either. "It wouldn't be fair to
the fans."
Even though the women's basketball
team has been doing so well in recent
years, team members graduate and

change the team's ability. This reality is also considered by Delehoy and
Christopher. Because six seniors graduated last year and only one member of
the five-person starting lineup returned,
Delehoy said it was hard to set a ticket
price for the women's tickets.
"We were unsure of the quality," he
said, but they were fairly confident
that the support for the team would
still be there.
They also have to consider what the
market will pay, especially to come to
See TICKETS | Page 7

SThe NHL trading deadline
saw 25 deals go down on
J Tuesday alone. Today we give
tyou the top five trades that
{were made:

, 1. Marian Hossa to
I Pittsburgh: Evgeni
Malkin and Sidney Crosby
add the All Star forward to
an already good team and
one that should be expected
to come out of the Eastern
ti Conference,

2. Brad Richards to
: Dallas: The Stars pick up
• the Lightning's star center to
I bolster their chances in the
Western Conference.

3. Sergei Fedorov
to Washington: Think
Alexander Ovechkin is not
excited to be landing the
former All Star from
Columbus?

4. Cristobal Huet to
Washington: Anybody .
I with the name of Cristobal
automatically makes the list
-the fact that he should be
fa fine addition to the Capitals

netminder situation is
secondary.

5. Adam Foote to
Colorado: Foote returns
to Colorado as Columbus
j continues to unload players
• off a potential playoff team.

Men's golf with a solid finish BG in seventh heaven after 82-67 win over Ohio
DECLAWINGTHE
in spring opener in S.C.
By Bill Bord.wlck

Assistant Sports Editor

By Jason Jonas
Reporter

"On Tuesday the
wind picked up
and it felt a little

The men's golf team kicked off its
spring season earlier this week,
rebounding from a slow start to
gain an impressive finish.
more like Northern
Of the 15 schools present at the
Wexford Plantation Intercollegiate
weather, and that
Match in Hilton Head, S.C, the
l^cons found themselves near the just shows how when
bottom after shooting a 311 first
-round score. They followed that the playing field gets
effort by finishing with a score of
30H in the second round later that
evened out, how we
same day, leaving them at 12th
overall after the first two rounds
with a team score of 619.
Jace Walker | Senior Captain
With their best individual scores
being posted by senior captain
lace Walker (78-75) and sopho- school to shoot a sub-300 final
more Matt Schneider (76-77) score in the round.
who each sat back in 35th place,
The strong finish of the match
it looked as if the Falcons would propelled the Falcons from 12th
surely be starting the spring off on to ninth, and should give them
the wrong foot.
confidence heading into the rest of
Head coach Gary Winger stated the spring They finished with an
that the team will tend to struggle overall score of 913 or <49.
each spring in comparison with
"On Tuesday the wind picked up
the southern schools who have and it felt a little more like Northern
had the advantages of good weath- weather, and that just shows how
er and golf courses not covered in when the playing field gets evened
snow, something Bowling Green out, how we can really compete,"
Walker said.
is lacking in.
Indeed the Falcons did have
Headlining the final day of play
a long list of factors stacked up was senior Trevor Spathelf, who
against them, but they would come shot a 71, which tied for the lowout hot on Tuesday, far exceeding est overall score of the final round,
the play demonstrated in the first and helped to land him 42nd place
two rounds, finishing with a third overall.
round score of 294.
"Trevor's finish was huge for him",
Their third round total was the
See GOLF | Page 7
lowest final round score by six
strokes, and they were the only

BG women's basketball and an
infamous scene from the movie
"Old School" — a perfect match.
In the scene, Will Ferrell
attends a party and ends up
running down a street without clothes on while shouting,
"We're going streaking."
The Falcons, on the other
hand, have decided to keep their
clothes on and go streaking in a
different manner: by rattling off
seven straight victories.
Ohio became the latest victim in BG's winning binge over
the last seven outings.
The Falcons won 82-67 last
night in Athens and continued
their march to the No. 1 seed in
the MAC tournament.
BG was paced by Kate Achter,
Lauren Prochaska and Tara
Breske as the three players
combined 65 points — only
losing out Ohio's whole team
by two points.
Achter was the game's leading scorer with 27 points. She
also added eight assists and
made seven of her eight free
throw attempts.
Prochaska also joined Achter
in the 20-point club as she tallied 21 on the night.
The freshman also grabbed
11 rebounds and committed
three steals.
Breske was a force down low
with 17 points and 11 rebounds.
The sophomore kept seven possessions alive with her work on
the glass on the offensive end.
The Falcons were able to gen-

CATS

SHOOTING:
BG - 45 percent Ohio - 42
percent
FREE THROWS:
BG - 20-28 Ohio - 5-10
THREE-POINT
SHOOTING:

BG - 6-16 Ohio 8-20
FOULS:
Ohio - 21 BG - 13
DOUBLE-FIGURE
SCORING:
BG - Achter (28). Prochaska
(21). Breske (17)
Ohio - Myers (17), Ward (12)
TURNOVERS:
Ohio - 17 BG -10
ENOCHWU I IHE8GNEWS

SECOND-CHANCE
POINTS: BG - 25 Ohio - 16

STREAKING: 86 continued its winning
streak by besting Ohio 82-67 last night
BG senior guards Kate Achter and Whitney

BENCH SCORING:
Ohio - 17 BG 6

Taylor became the winningest class in BG
history with 104 victories. The duo will go tor
win number 105 on Saturday at 4 pm

FAST BREAK POINTS:
Ohio - 8 BG 4

Chandra Myers paced the
Bobcats with a double-double
effort. The center tallied 17
RECORDS: BG - 22-6 (n-3)
Ohio - 15-11 (8-5)
points and 10 rebounds. BG was
able to limit player-of-the-year
erate 25 second-chance points candidate Lauren Kohn to only
and a lot of that can be attrib- nine points.
uted to Breske.
BG will next be in action on
BG was able to force 17 turn- Saturday as they host Buffalo at
overs that led to 22 points. The 4 p.m. at Anderson Arena. The
Falcons were careful with the game will be the final home
ball and only coughed it up game for BG guards Kate Achter
10 times, which led to just 13 and Whitney Taylor, who will
points for the Bobcats.
both graduate.

SPORTS

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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Falcon leers share unique trait with two hockey powerhouses

From Page 6
a facility with limited accessibility and parking. Their
goal is to make the prices
attractive, fair and affordable,
Delehoy said.
Thisprocessiscalled market
justification, said Jacquelyn
Cuneen, a sport and event
marketing professor.
"Everythingisbased on what
the market will pay," she said.
"Even though we've been MAC
champion three times |in a
row|, people will still pay only
so much."
Schools like the University
of Tennessee, whose women's basketball team won the
NCAA championship title last
year for the seventh time, can
charge more for their tickets
because of the prestige of the
program, Cuneen said.
For instance, a women's
season ticket at Tennessee is
$215, and Joe Arnone, UT's
assistant athletic director for
tickets, said the ticket prices
will most likely be changing
to multiple price and seating
levels next year.
At BG, a women's season
ticket price varies from $31 to
$59. A single-game UT ticket
costs $10 or $15 and a single-game BGSU ticket costs
between $3 and $9.
Another reason ticket prices are kept lower for women's
basketball is that women's
basketball games are seen
as a family event, said Vikki
Krane, director of women's
studies and a gender and
sport professor.
"You want to price your tickets so people will buy more
than one," she said. If tickets
are priced out of reach, she
said, then multiple customers
will be lost.
This year brought a few
changes to the women's
basketball ticket pricing.
Previously, all tickets were
general admission, but now
there are multiple seating
and pricing levels that match
the levels for the men's
basketball games.
Parking, which also cost less
for women's games, is now the
same for both sports.
"Everything
you
see
at a women's game is the
same |as at a men's game|."
Delehoy said.
Even with this equality, the
revenue that the men's and
women's basketball teams
bring in cannot be compared
given their difference, Krane
said, adding this comparison
would be like trying to compare an apple and an orange.
"(Men's and women's basketballl have absolutely no
chance of being equal in earnings if there's a discrepancy
in ticket prices," Krane said.
"You can't say one team is better because of money brought
in. It isn't a reasonable comparison," she said.
More coverage of women's
basketball and the success
that some teams have had has
helped make men's and women's basketball more comparable, Delehoy said.
In the end, Krane said
the ticket price difference
is "really not a gender issue
completely."

By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

"One of the main ingredients
of college hockey is passion. Clearly, Doug

Any time a college hockey program is mentioned in the same
[Schueller], Todd [Reirden] and Tyler
breath with Boston University and
North Dakota, generally, a positive
[Masters] bring a lot of that to the job
association is made.
This season, the Falcon hockey
every day. It's easy to feel that way when
team joined that duo as the only
Division 1 hockey programs in the
you're with your alma mater,
nation to currently boast an allalumni coaching staff.
especially here at Bowling Green."
While it may or may not be a
coincidence that the team's sinScott Paluch I BG Coach
gle season turnaround from 12th
to fifth in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association runs parallel Frozen Four title.
"We were all here, so there's no
Just as Paluch was beginning need to explain what our proto the coaching staff's newfound
his coaching career with BG as gram is all about because all of us
unity, one thing is for sure.
The tradition that is BG hockey an assistant, along came Todd have lived it and gone through it,"
has never been prouder from the Reirden in 1990. A tall defenseman said Paluch.
Though still developing as a full
and center out of Illinois who was
top-down than in 2007-08.
Last Jury. Todd Reirden (BGSU originally a walk-on for lerry York, staff since this is Reirden's first year
class of 1994) joined Doug Reirden would go on to play 13 and Schueller's second, Paluch has
Schueller ('01) as the second seasons in the NHL before retiring felt the cohesiveness already comassistant coach under Scott professionally this past summer.
ing together.
"It's like chemistry on a line or
"I don't think it could be a much
Paluch ('91).
anythingelse,"Paluchsaid."There's
In addition, Tyler Masters ('03), better fit for me," said Reirden.
Three years passed after so much time spent together that
who played goalie for Paluch in
his senior season, came back to Reirden's departure before Doug you adapt quickly and you leant
fulfill the role of goaltending coach Schueller would enroll at BG in the different strengths of every guy
while he completes graduate work 1997. In Schueller's first three to try to get the most out of them."
Each assistant coach definiteseasons as a player, the Falcons
atBG.
Thus, these four men, simply hung near .the bottom of the ly does have his own strengths,
which are already evident in this
by once wearing Orange and CCHA standings.
But in his senior year, with the year's team.
Brown themselves, have instilled
Schueller spent two seasons
in the team this year a great sense Minnesota native serving his
second season as team captain, with the Sioux Falls Stampede
of pride.
"One of the main ingredients of Schueller and the Falcons made junior team in the United States
college hockey is passion," said a playoff run to the 2001 CCHA Hockey League.
One of the results of that stint
Paluch. "Clearly, Doug, Todd and semifinals at loe Inuis Arena
That was the last time BG made was Schueller's strong recruitTyler bring a lot of that to the job
ing influence with this year's
every day. It's easy to feel that way it to the |oe.
Tyler Masters brought an freshman class.
what you're with your alma mater,
David Solway, Dan Sexton
impressive resume to the bench
especially here at Bowling Green.
"There's so many tremendous this season as well. The former and Patrick Tiesling, all former
memories and it's easy to feel real- goalie, who won the team's MVP Sioux Falls players, have comaward in 2001, still ranks second bined for 37 points this season
ly good about being here."
The four coaches themselves in games played, saves and goals- with the Falcons.
Once players like the three
represent somewhat of a time- against average on the Falcons'
mentioned above enter the proline of Falcon hockey over the career list.
past 20 years.
"We all have different things gram. Masters and Reirden have
Paluch, who still remains BG's to offer as coaches to the Falcon a wealth of knowledge and experitop scoring defenseman of all hockey program,'' said Schueller. ence to offer them.
"We've made some strides this
time, joined the program a year "There's no overlap because we
after it reached national promi- never played together, so there's year, and a big part of that is the
nence in lake Placid by defeating quite a bit of years of Bowling freshman core, including Nick
FJIO," Schueller said. "That, of
Minnesota-Duluth for the 1984 Green history between us."

ANDY SHAfEfl
CELEBRATE: BG has seen a great deal of improvement this season over last and it might
be due to the fact that the entire coaching staff graduated from BG.

course, goes back toiy. I lis ability
to work with the goaltenders on a
daily basis, even to just give them
someone to talk to, makes it a lot
easier for them to succeed."
Schueller could not stress
enough the importance that I<KJ<J
Reirden has had on the program's
turnaround this season.
Todd's experience in the
NHL—the extreme high level of
professional hockey—just commands respect and the guys
really take what he says very
seriously," said Schueller.
The immediate success that
the four haw brought back to die
program this year will Certainly
serve as a recruiting tool in the

near future.
"POT me, when I go out to recruit,
I think the players am feel the
passion I have for Howling Green
hockey, and it's something you
can't fake," said Reirden.
lust as BG gave to Todd Reirden
and the other three men on the
bench this season, each an' now
finding ways to help carry on the
school's tradition.
"Coaching is a great way to give
back, and I've absolutely loved
working with the players," said
Reirden. "This place allowed me
to play professional hockey for 13
years. 1 never would have accomplished that if I didn't conic to
Bowling Green."

BE THE "SMARTEST PERSON" IN BG

GOLF
From Page 6
Winger said.
Walker was in agreement about
his teammate, saying "to have
Trevor finish the way he did was
incredible."
Schneider wound up as the top
performer for the lalcons, improving on his first day 35th position by
shooting a third round score of Ti
to finish 20th overall.
Schneider's fellow sophomore
John Powers also had a successful tournament to look back on,
rebounding from a dismal first
round score of 81 to finish the last
final two rounds just three-overpar. His powerful finish landed him
in 25th place overall.
Walker, after playing what he
described as two of his worst days
of golf ever, still proved to be one of
the match's most consistent players, finishing with a final round
score of 76, to bump him up four
positions, into 31st overali
Also seeing action in Hilton
I lead, senior Russell Goodwin who
finished 69th overall, and the teams
lone freshman Bryan Mitchell, finished 77th overali
The match's top overall team performance went to Elon University,
who finished with a final score of
890, just 26-over-par.
Next up for the Falcons will be
the Palmas Del Mar Invitational,
two in the second week of March.
The team will no doubt be looking
to ride the momentum captured in
the final round at Hilton Head.
But for now, the falcons season
has started off much like Powers'
has, a slow start with a surprisingly
good finish.

TICKET
COMPARISON
TENNESSEE: Single game
ticket costs for the National
Champion Volunteers are
either J10 or $15.
BG: Single game ticket costs
for the Falcons, who are
coming off a Sweet 16
appearance, are between $5
and $9.

WIN A

FREE T-SHIRT <
AND BE

4

FEATURED IN S
THE BG NEWS >
FOR A WEEK_
One winner will be selected each week.
Each issue of The News has
a trivia question and answer.

FALCONS vs. BUFFALO
SATURDAY
March 1
4pm - AUIERSDN ARENA

— Want to be a Winner? —
Search for "The BG News" group at Facebook.com,
join, and take the weekly quiz every Friday.

The BGSU Women continue SUPER SATURDAY against the
Bulls on SENIOR DAY 2008. be there!

■77-KSU TICKET | BBSUFALQINS.COM

(icl Connected!

Read The BG News dally
and get immediate updates online Q*
www.bgnews.com

Months
NO PAYMENTS
NO INTEREST

S0$>

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
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Travel

Help Wanted

SPRING DISCOUNT PACKAGES1!!'
Ytbtravel com/jwm
INCOME OPPORTUNITY
CALL 419/290-7804.

iBARTENDING! up to S300/day No

Classified Ads
419-572-6977
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HELP WIN $20,000 FOR
Children's Miracle Network
www bgdancemaralhon com

Wanted
Summer Subleaser Wanted
$313 00 & FREE V/ATER

(419)346-3800

VI? Blocks From Campus

Studios & 1 Bedrooms:
Studios: from $309
1 Bedrooms: from $435
Move in February or March and receive
$100 off your lirsl month's rent!

C/A, Pels Welcome
Shop! lerm Leases Avail
418 352/691

EH

400 Counselors/Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 VBVW.lofiiKan.com
CAMP COUNSELORS - Secure
your summer job early' We Oder traditional day. sports, and specialty
camps (an. adventure, teen extreme
& outdoor ed ) Season runs early
June - late August Counselors must
be at least 18 yrs old, bilingual
(Spanish/English) skills desirable
Sites available throughout city including Powell, Worthington, Gahanna, Hilliard, Pickermgton. Canal
Winchester. Reynoldsburg, Bexley.
Whitehall, Hilltop. Grove City. Lockbourne & Cirdeville.
EXTENDED CARE - stall are also
needed at most camp locations to
provide care and supervision ol
school-age children before and after
camp hours (7-9 am and 3-6pm).
Visit
www.ymcacolumbus.orB
download an application, and learn
more Resumes are also accepted
through the addresses on the website, or call 614-224-1142 to get the
number lor a camp director near
your home EOE
Dancers Wanted'! Need SSS, Make
big SSS. Flex schedules No experience needed Must be 18 yrs. Call
419-476-9615
Get Paid To Play Video Games!
Earn S20-S100 to test and play new
video games www videogamepay
com

SUMMER & FULL-TIME POSITIONS
BEAUTIFUL LAKEFRONT YACHTING CLUB
SEEKS FRIENDLY TEAM PLAYERS
WILL TRAIN QUALIFIED CANDIDATES AS:
SERVERS
BUSSERS
HOST/HOSTESS
BARTENDERS
DOCK ATTENDANTS/GROUNDSKEEPER
LIFEGUARDS
RECEPTIONIST/COMPUTER
LINE COOKS/BANQUET PREP
SAILCAMP COUNSELORS
INCENTIVE PROGRAMS/FLEXIBLE HOURS'
EXCELLENT PAY
INTERVIEW NOW FOR BEST POSITIONS:
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
200 YACHT CLUB DRIVE
ROCKY RIVER. OH 44116
(440)333-1155
ASK FOR KATHY/MARC

The Daily Crossword Fix

brought to you by

exp necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. wvrw.AdCarClub.com

Help Wanted
Personals

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

■

The Wood County Juvenile Detention Center is accepting applications
for the position ol part-time DETENTION OFFICER. Responsibilities include supervising detained residents
to ensure the safety, security, health
and welfare of all detained residents
and staff This position is also responsible for maintaining full compliance with local, state and lederal
regulatory requirements and ensuring that all work duties are performed
in accordance with the Detention
Center's established policies and
procedures. Candidates must possess a high school diploma. College
coursework m Criminal Justice or a
related field or other related job experience is preferred Minimum age
of applicants must be 21 or older.
The starting rate of pay is $10 27
hour. Resumes to be sent to Judith
Schember. Shilt Supervisor, 11120
East Gypsy Lane Road, Bowling
Green. Ohio 43402. telephone (419)
352-3554. or email at
|SChember@co.wood.oh us.
WOOD COUNTY IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
SAVE LAKE ERIE
419-806-4298
WILL YOU NEED MONEY
AFTER SPRING BREAK????
" START MARCH 10TH "
WORK OUTSIDE WITH
TRUGREEN CHEMLAWN
S8/HR GUARANTEEDII
"WEEKLY BONUS AS WELLWORK UNTIL END OF SEMESTER
NIGHTS 3-9PM & SATURDAYS
YOU PICK THE DAYS!!
•MUST HAVE
GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
AND NEAT APPEARANCECALL KRIS ® 419-261-6034
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Wednesday, March 12

TEST ONLY
BGSU will perform a campus-wide Emergency
Communications Test Wednesday, March 12.
This test ispart of continuing efforts to refine and enhance
campus safety, security and communications policies and
procedures. Various methods to be tested include:
>
>
>
>
>
>

AlertBG text messaging
PC backgrounds in computer laboratories
Web site
Email system
37-ALERT and 372-SNOW phone lines
Other communications vehicles

An online survey will follow the test as your feedback is vital
to the University's plans.
If you have questions please contact alertbg®bgsu.edu

BGSU
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Tread heavily
Composer Bartok
Univ. teacher
Ancient Greek region
Lofty poems
Took the bus
Feature presentation
Attempt
Cushy
Make scholarly corrections
Actress Gilbert
Criminal, to a cop
Cezanne, notably
Eagles' home
Assessment
One of Bonaparte's marshals
College credit
Snow unit
Put one's foot down?
Put on
Murmurs
Rich cake

'-'

24
■'■

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
24
26
33
34
35
36
37
39
40
41
42
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43
47
48
49
52
53
56
60
61
62
63
64
65

Vacation option
Unique
Thickness measure
Pub offering
Ornamental tree
Skittish
Tennis do-over
Grate stuff
On time
Wander about
Asgard ruler
Nourish
Banjoist Scruggs
Joyous
Buttonhole, for
instance
Cheat at hide-andseek
Overhang
Medina resident
Mortise fit
Olympic skater
Slutskaya
Liquor.container
Emcee piece
Take care of
•
Used a keyboard

Odds are
Helps out
Trattoria drink
Deep gap
Roman Empire harasser
Track circuit
American and National
At any time
Ukraine capital
Hands-on noshes
Stephen and Chris
Author Rice
Tuckered out

37
38
39
41
42
44
45
46
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
57
58
59

Throw in one's cards
Hi's mate
London district
Mount
GIs' helmets
Light beams
Develop
Diet word
Talkative trucker
Own
Between ports
Small valley
Sports Illustrated
founder
Long period
Attention-getter
Alias initials
Vietnam Memorial
artist
Mountain pass
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(419) 352-4663
delivery MilibllHours: IIjm - 9pm Monday Saturday
Delivery Ham 9pm Monday - Saturday

PASTA S SUBS

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUNI SAVE
MONEYI Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach all land, adventure S water sports Great summer! Call 888-844-8080. apply:

" 07-08 S.Y MUST RENT
321 E Merry A 4-5 bedrms
729 4th St 4 BDRM. C/A W/D
307 5 REED 3 BDRM W/D GAR
Rooms low as $225 00
See CartyRentals com
S5WEB/call 419-353-0325

HOUSE FOR RENT
July, 3-4 bedroom. $1000/month
419-308-9905

For Rent
• 3 bdrm. available in August.
' 1 or 2 bdrm. avail. May or August.
For more inlo call 419-354-9470

oanaonD ALTJDDDBD iamaaa
5D SO DcDDDdimODpOnD
PDaS3OODDOim»19)409-1l10.

2 bedrm. 404 1/2 S. College. $675
per mo, plus utilities. AC, WD.
Avail Aug (419)352-6948
3 84 BEDROOM HOUSES
Close to campus & downtown
419-308-2456
3 bdrm newly renovated home, close
to campus Nice yard. Avail 8/1/08-7/
31/09. $812 mo (419)308-2406

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office open 10-2 M-F
www bgapartments com
Large 4 Bdrm House, 149 S. Prospect St. washer/dryer hook up, close
to campus, avail 8/15/08 $1050 +util
419-353-1556
Last apartment, 4 bedrooms. 2 bath
Small pets o.k $1000 per month
(419)308-3525

DO manoaanDoaap IVDODDOD
ODOO B wnDOCEOD DDR HLTJOO

3 bedrm 404 S College S650 per
month, plus utilities. Available Aug.
419-352-4850

DDD00 0D0D
aBCD m DOOLHI
0D0D ODD
aoo ami m HOOO

LOW PRICE • CLOSE TO CAMPUS
May 08 1 block from campus 239
Manville, 3 bdrm 1 bath, good cond
$650 mo. Sm pet (419)352-9392

426 E. Wooster, Lg 1 bdrm apt.
Avail Fall. $475/mo., util's included.
419-352-5882

Pet Fnendly1
Free Hut! Free Water!
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715

DDDO DDDD
ODD HTJLTJ mHDOO
DDDO E1DDD
SODTJAgmODODO
Q000D0DDOO00

ono'OODOoo'OOTjrjnDDOonoa
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Subleaser needed! May -Aug.Fum.
room, private bathrm . free internet &
cable $309 mo Copper Beech. Call
440-821-6420
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Special notice to BGSU Faculty, Staff and Students
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Perrysburg family seeks childcare &
house keeping lor family. 11am-7pm.
Mon - Fri. $8 per hr. 419-872-6222.
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
Want men willing to learn to work on
wood floors including gym floors.
Starting when school Is out for the
summer until the middle of August.
Work consists of operating equipment, including lloor butlers and floor
sanding machines Also measuring,
laying out and painting game lines
and ad work and applying gym lloor
finish We will thoroughly train you in
all phases of the work Job pays S8
per hour. You can expect between
40-50 hours per week. Hours can be
flexible. Must be punctual and reliable and willing to accept responsibility Please contact Joe Koch,
419-340-6270 or lax resume to
419-825-1714
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

It's Feb. 28, and somehow this
semester is already halfway
through as we move into Spring
Break. Hopefully some of you
seniors aren't like most of the
ones I know and have an idea
where you'll be in a few months.
I'm sure everyone's getting
excited for the week of philanthropies, socials and debauchery
that is Greek week. It's great to see
all the councils getting involved
this year, so to GIB and NPHC

members, prepare yourselves for
one amazing week. Those new to
the Greek community won't know
what they're in for, but my advice
is to do as much as you can, meet
some new people and enjoy just
being Greek.
Hopefully you've got plans to
go some place warm over break.
I'm not too enthusiastic about
a week with my parents and a
25-pound cat named Snickers,
but it does an empty checking
account good. Wherever you go,
enjoy yourself but be safe. The
last thing anyone wants is an
e-mail from the University with
bad news.
Congratulations to all the
winners from Greek Awards a
couple weeks back, both the
organizations and the individuals. Especially congratulations to the ladies of A-O-Pie
for their Chapter Excellence
Award. That's an amazing
accomplishment that deserves
a ton of recognition, so once
again, congratulations.
Is everyone ready for some
Dance Marathon 2008? I won't

be dancing, one year was quite
enough for me, but I can't help
but feel proud to be a part of
the Greek community leading
up to DM. It's an amazing event
for an even better cause, so get
involved if you're not already
because it's still not too late
to help!
Finally, I'd like to again appeal
to the Greek community for staff
members and advertisements.
Without those two, The Gavel
can't last forever and I'd hate for
this to be the last time The Gavel
goes into print.
I'm now 21-years old and bars
aren't cheap. This is currently
my only form of income (outside
of the coolest job ever: refreshing my back account until mom
puts money in) so do the math.
Tell your fraternity or sorority
to buy ads. If not for the Greek
community, than for me.
If you're interested in writing
or placing an ad, send an e-mail
to the address below.
Questions? Comments?
E-mail me atjohnt@bgsu.edu.

HAVE A PASSION FOR GREEK LIFE?
THE GAVEL IS A CAMPUS PUBLICATION WITH
COVERAGE FOCUSED ON ISSUES, EVENTS AND
PEOPLE OF SPECIFIC INTEREST AND CONCERN TO
THE SOCIAL FRATERNITY AND SORORITY SYSTEM
AT BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
CONTACT THE GAVEL BY E-MAIL AT JOHNT@BGSU.EDU
OR PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN WEST HALL 202!

WRITE FOR THE GAVEL!
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NOW OPEN

ARING UP FOR
XNCE MARATHON

2008
DM IS RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER, BUT THERE'S
STILL TIME TO CONTRIBUTE
WILL SCOTT
REPORTER

419-353-CELL (2355) • 1616 E. Wooster St., Bowling Green
Located in the Greenwood Centre next to Jimmy John's

Dance Marathon is a month
away and many Students and
organizations arc getting reads
for the big fund raiser.
Dance Marathon is an annual 32-hour fund raising event
planned and orchestrated by students to benefit the Children's
Miracle Network, specifically Toledo's Mercy Children's
Hospital, which is a partnership
of St. Vincent's Hospital and the
Medical College of Ohio.
The event will take place
March 29-30 in the BGSU
Student Recreation Center.
Over the past 12 years, DanceMarathon has raised almost
$2 million for the Miracle
Network.
The money raised by Dance
Marathon goes to support initiatives such as child life programs, medical equipment
purchases, life enrichment and
research funding.
"BGSU's Dance Marathon
organizes the largest stu'dent-run philanthropic event
in Ohio," said Publicity Chair
Franceses Scull. "Every year
thousands of students, faculty,
staff, alumni and volunteers
dedicate countless hours to help
this event be successful."
This year marks the 13th year
anniversary of the event and
participants of Dance Marathon
are hoping it will be the best yet.
In addition to the regular
activities that occur during the
32 hours itself, including the
annual line dance, miracle fam-

ily visits, games, live and silent
auctions and much more, members of the planning committee
have come together to produce
new and exciting ways to help
raise money for the Miracle
Network and to build morale as
a student.
Additional activities leading
up to the event include flair
competitions at each overall,
where students can show their
DM spirit by dressing up and
showing off their flair in their
Morale Team color.
Students who "Bike for Tikes"
also have the opportunity to
participate in a Mini Bike Ride,
orchestrated by the BF1' chair
Michelle Robinson, to get a
taste of what the bike ride from
Cincinnati to Bowling Green
is like.
This year also provides a new
opportunity for faculty and
graduate dancers to sign up and
dance or morale as well.
With the date quickly
approaching, many students
may think that it is too late to
sign up. Scull would like to put
that idea to rest.
"It is definitely not too late
to sign up to dance, morale or
volunteer as either security or
catering," she said.
If you or someone you know is
interesting in getting your organization involved with Dance
Marathon this year, contact
Dancer Group Representative
Chair
Preston
Riley
at
preilly@bgnet.bgsu.edu or visit
BGSU's Dance Marathon Web
site at www.bgdancemarathon.
com.
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ON BINDER SAYS FAREWELL TO

BGSU

AFTER SEVEN YEARS AS DIRECTOR OF GREEK AFFAIRS, BINDER PREPARES TO LEAVE THE COMMUNITY HE HELPED STRENGTHEN
<YLE REYNOLDS
REPORTER

After seven years of serving
BGSU's Greek community,
Director of Greek Affairs Ron
Binder will say farewell to the
University at the end of the
semester.
Binder said he has accomplished his goals for BGSU, and
seven years in one place is a
long time.
"It's time — I've taken us
where we need to go," Binder
said.
Greek life has been a part of
Binder's life since 1980 when he
pledged Sigma Phi Epsilon at the
University of Toledo.
Karri Moore, coordinator of
Greek Affairs, said Binder would
sometimes arrive wearing his fraternity jacket from more than 20
years ago at leadership retreats.
Binder has fond memories of
his days as an undergrad — during his senior year, his fraternity
swept all the campus awards and
was named one of the top Sig Ep
chapters in the nation.
"We had wonderful brotherhood and a diverse group of
guys," Binder said.

After the University of Toledo,
he went to BGSU to get his
master's and returned to BGSU
almost two decades later as
director of Greek Affairs.
During grad school, he was
a House Director for Fiji and
Lambda Chi Alpha.
"I had a ball as a House
Director," Binder said. "I had a
wonderful time, it was a laugh
a minute in those houses. I
still keep in touch with some of
those guys."
His job is to oversee the Greek
community and hire and train
the Greek staff, but his biggest
duty, he says, is to make sure the
Greek community upholds the
four core values — brotherhood/
sisterhood, service, scholarship
and leadership.
"In everything we do we look
through the lens of those four
things," Binder said. "When
we line up our staff and set up
the budget, we focus on those
values."
Binder is very proud of BGSU's
Greek community and its development over recent years.
"We get it here, our founders
would be very pleased with what
we're doing," Binder said. "We

talk our values but more importantly live them. It's nice to go
to leadership conferences and
have our Greek community recognized and have people come
up to me because they knowabout us."
Binder has been an invaluable person to Greek life, as evidenced by the words of those he
worked with.
"In general Ron is very passionate about the Greek community, he puts lots of time and
energy into the Greek community," Moore said.
Binder is also grateful for what
the students and his staff have
done for him by accepting him
when he told them he was gay.
"I appreciate that the Greek
community has accepted me
since I came out," Binder said.
"It allowed me to be very open
and I just hope they continue
to be [supportive] of our many
members of our Greek commu: As Binder reflects cm his time at BGSU, he's proud to say he has
nity who are not out."
accomplished the goals he set out to achieve seven years ago
About three years ago Binder
decided it was time to tell the able to bring my partner around," that comes to mind is the huncampus.
Binder said.
dreds of students he's had the
"I didn't know how people
The outgoing director of Greek chance to interact with.
would react, but they've been Affairs says he will miss a lot
"They are what we do this
very supportive and I've been about BGSU, but the first thing for," Binder said.

EKS SHINE AT AWARDS CEREMONY
COUNCILS JOIN TOGETHER FOR A NIGHT OF RECOGNITION
JOHN TURNER
:DITOR-IN-CHIEF

From service to social, large
-0 small and everything in
>etwecn, Greek organizations
m the campus of Bowling Green
State University are as different
ind unique as their members.
Regardless of those differences,
hey are all joined by the four
•ore values of brotherhood/siserhood, service, scholarship and

leadership. On Feb. 12, Greek
organizations from all four councils came together to celebrate
their progress toward those goals
at the Greek Awards ceremony.
More than anyone individual
or group, the night was about the
accomplishments of Greeks and
celebrating Greek unity.
"It's an important night,"
Panhellenic President Caitlin

councils to put a name to the face
of members who are influencing
the Greek community."
For the second consecutive
year, Alpha Omicron Pie was
the night's big winner, earning
Chapter Excellence and "Gold
Achievement" status, the only
Greek organization to do so.
For a complete list of winners, look for the advertisement

Bainter said. "It gives an opportunity for people from other

in The BG News shortly after
spring break.

(Left to right) Council presidents Josh Benner. Ayser
Bainter and Anthony Antoine stand beside Greek Affairs Director Ron Binder (middle).

FANTASTIC FIV*
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ROKING MY EGO WITH TRAVIS ROSE
ONE SENIOR RELIVES HIS COLLEGE EXPERIENCES AS INFLUENCED BY HIS UNIQUE LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE

with The Gavel some general
information about yourself?
Rose: I am a 22-year-old
senior Sport Marketing major
from Concord, Ohio. I am a
huge fan of Cleveland sports
teams and am a proud brother
of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity.
Gavel: Why did you decide to
go Greek?
Rose: Entering college as an
18-year-old freshman, I was
intimidated and I wanted to
find a social outlet that would
improve my transition from
high school to college. Being
TRAVIS ROSE
highly involved with athletics
COLUMNIST
and student organizations in
Editor's Note: In honor of high school, I felt going Greek
being named 2008 IFC Greek would help me maintain my life
Man of the Year, Travis Rose style. I can honestly say that
has taken it upon himself to becoming a brother of Alpha
Sigma Phi was the best deciinterview... himself.
sion I ever made. I am a better
Gavel: On behalf of the Gavel I man because of my fraternity,
would like to congratulate you and going Greek has improved
on being the 2008 IFC Greek my overall quality of life.
Gavel: How has going Greek
Man of the Year.
Rose: Thank you very much. helped you improve yourself as
I am extremely flattered and an individual?
Rose: Not to sound cliche, but
appreciative that you offered me
the mission statement of Alpha
an interview.
Gavel: Although it is assumed Sigma Phi is "To Better the Man."
that a generous portion of the Being a part of a something that
Greek community knows who is bigger than myself, like a frayou are, could you please share ternity, has ultimately helped me

44
As Greek men, I
feel it is essential to
invest our efforts to
the improvement
of our Greek
community as we
strive to improve
our own chapters.

??
grow as an individual
Gavel: Your nominator for
IFC Man of the Year had this to
say: "If there is an ideal image
for perfection as an IFC male,
then Travis Rose is just that
because he represents not only
Alpha Sigma Phi, but the Greek
community as a whole." What is
your reaction to this statement?
Rose: (Smiling, and appearing humbled) I'm not sure'I
can take credit for being an
ideal image of perfection, but
it's rewarding to have such a
high level of admiration. As
Greek men I, feel it is essential to invest our efforts to the
improvement of our Greek community as we strive to improve
our own chapters.

Gavel: What does Greek Man
of the Year mean to you?
Rose: The Greek man of the
year should be an individual
who is defined by strong personal character. In addition the
Greek man of the year should
be an embodiment of his chapter's ritual. He should strive
for excellence as an individual
while simultaneously being a
crucial component to the betterment of his chapter as well
as the Greek community.
Gavel: Do you feel that you
are deserving of this award
based on the definition that
you just described?
Rose: (Laughing) My answer
may be idealistic, but I feel I
strive for excellence in every
facet of life and am honored to
be recognized for my passion
and dedication over the last
four years.
Gavel: As parting words, what
advice would you offer to future
fraternity men?
Rose: Always be true to yourself. Becoming a man is a journey and the four years that you
spend at college are crucial to
that journey. During my time
at BGSU I experienced many
victories. With that said, I faced
many challenges along the way.

Travis Rose poses
for a headshcn following an interview with
himself.

THE INTERVIEWEE:

As long as you stay true to yourself, no one can take away what
you accomplish. Perform well
as a student, give back to your
chapter and have fun. I gave
100 percent to everything I was
involved with at BGSU, whether it was to my studies, organizations or to singing "Sweet
Caroline" at Sky Bar every
Thursday night.
The opinions above are those
of Travis Rose. They do not
reflect the opinions of The
Gavel, because like many, we
want nothing to do with him.

TUDENT LEADERSHIP ACADEMY A SUCCESS
WILL SCOTT
REPORTER

Greeks across campus gathered
in Olscamp Hall on Feb. 9 for the
Leadership Academy sponsored
by Greek Affairs, Alpha Sigma
Phi Fraternity, Office of Campus
Activities, Office of Residence
Life and Outdoor Programs.
The Leadership Academy is
a half-day conference during
which BGSU students come
together to develop their leadership skills and network with fellow student leaders.

This year, students were
encompassed into interactive
50-minute sessions that engaged
students on a variety of topics
pertinent to their role as a student leader. Topics ranged from
motivation and time management to being able to better one
self as a leader.
With 110 in attendance this
year, the numbers increased
greatly from years prior. Those
in attendance included representatives from Chapman,
Leaders in Residence, SMART,

RSA, resident advisors and the
Greek community.
Joe Schoch, president of
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity, was
encouraged by the response from
campus organizations.
"I was excited at the representation from all organizations on campus," Schoch said.
"Next year we look forward to
growing larger to outreach to
more people and have a bigger
attendance."
Students were allowed to
choose which session they

attended, which allowed for
bigger attendance and larger
variation in topics offered,
which included: creating a budget, using organizations time
effectively, how to make the
most of your involvement, unity
within organizations, how to
offer constructive criticism as
a leader, risk management and
numerous others.
The purpose of the Leadership
Academy was not only to polish leadership skills for those
involved on campus, but to

also provide a common ground
for organizations on campus.
Students were able to converse
with members of different councils through their sessions and a
short lunch period.
Schoch said he feels the academy is beneficial to everyone
who has an interest.
"A lot of people can improve
by attending, even if they're
not involved," Schoch said.
"Anyone can learn as long as
you're willing to step up as a
leader of your organization."
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LCOME BACK, ALPHA TAU OMEGA
AFTER A 65-YEAR ABSENCE AT BOSU, ATO RETURNS TO CAMPUS UNDER GUIDANCE OF NEW FOUNDING FATHERS
HANNAH GEYER
REPORTER

MAKING HISTORY: MembefS ol newly formed Alpha Tau Omega pose with their charier II look more than two years lor the chapters'
founders lo lake an ATO chapler al BGSU Irom an idea 10 reality

ALPHA TAU OMEGA'S
BGSU CHAPTER
FOUNDING FATHERS

SHIMS' rr IN: Alpha Tau Omega members
BGSU since 1943

iddle >i(, lo celebrate the lirsl chapler al

President
Eric Young
Vice President
Steve Chasey
Treasurer
Josh Curtis
Chaplin
Brad Gannon
Secretary
Nick Tonegato
Risk Management
Brendan Carroll
Recruitment
Nick Sinur
Historian
Evan Haffenden
New Member Class
President
Mike French

For the first time since 1943, students at BGSU can look forward
to welcoming Alpha Tan Omega,
or ATO, on campus.
Students Brendan Carroll,
Devin Conklin, Brad Gannon,
Dave Hol/.haucr and Jeremy
Lehman, who formed an interest group in late 2005, initiated the fraternity's reappearance. An interest group is the
first step toward colonizing a
new fraternity. These groups
recruit until there are enough
members for colonization — in
ATO's case, 20 men.
Through hard work and
recruitment efforts, these five
men soon became 27, and ATO
was ready for colonization. It
took a little more than a year
until ATO nationals determined that BG's chapter was
ready for chartering.
Brendan Carroll, former risk
management chair and current
president of ATO, explained the
process of chartering.
"You fill out a packet that's a
lot like Greek Report, but harder," Carroll said. "The packet is
mostly about the inner development of your chapter. You have
to let them know you have everything a chartered chapter would
have — a risk management plan,
a balanced budget, etc."
Member bios and by-laws
are included as well. Nationals
will make regular visits to the
colony as the packet is working
its way up through the National
Fraternity to be approved
for chartering.
Alumni were also a big help
during this time, providing the
men with everything from financial support to offering advice
and insight into what ATO meant
to them. ATO's current adviser,
Dave Crooks, is an alumnus from
the Bowling Green chapter and

was instrumental in setting up
a board of trustees and helping
each position.
"I think the men of ATO are
genuine in their respect for
each other and their desire to
help their brothers succeed,"
Crooks said.
After completion of the packet, which took more than three
weeks to fill out, and creation of
a "signature event", ATO's Rocka-Thon, the colony was ready
for chartering. On Dec. 8. 2007.
speakers from ATO's nationals
and the University attended a
banquet where awards and recognition were given out for the
men's hard work. Five of ATO's
founding fathers from 1943
returned to attend the ceremony,
who are all now in their 80s.
Eric Young, former president
of ATO, said the chartering ceremony reminded him of "a high
school graduation, as a time to
reflect on accomplishments but
to also look forward to upcoming successes."
The chapter currently has
space in Kriescher but hopes to
secure a house on fraternity row
for next year.
While founding a new chapter takes long hours and hard
work, Carroll stands by his
decision to bring ATO to this
campus, despite getting bids to
join other fraternities.
"What ATO stands for nationally was something I could really
get behind," Carroll said. "I could
help start new traditions, and
not just deal with ones that were
outdated. But even if ATO had
already been established, and a
new chapter was just coming on
campus, I would still be a member of ATO."
So what can the student body
do to help this new chapter out?
Carroll says all the student body
has to do if they see a brother
of ATO is "congratulate him,
because he worked really hard."
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TTCHA GREEK ON
RECOGNIZING GREEKS IN EXCELLENCE

What made
these four
freshmen go
Greek? More
importantly,
do they prefer
Freddie and
Frieda or Sicsic?
Read and
find out as Kyle
Reynolds asks
four Greeks —
Malina Owens,
Mitch Kagy,
Krista Belcher
and Bryan Davis
- the difficult
questions, such
as, "What super
power do you
wish you had?"

MALINA OWENS

MITCH KAGY

KRISTA BELCHER

BRYAN DAVIS

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL

INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL

INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL

AFFILIATION:

AFFILIATION:

AFFILIATION:

AFFILIATION:

PhiMu

Pi Kappa Phi

Delta Zeta

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

HOMETOWN:

HOMETOWN:

HOMETOWN:

HOMETOWN:

Philadelphia, Pa.

Tiffin, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

Phillipsburg, N.J.

MAJOR:

MAJOR:

MAJOR:

MAJOR:

Art

Social Studies Education

Pre-Nursing

Criminal Justice

WHY MD YOU DECIDE TO QO GREEK?

WHY MD YOU DECIDE TO GO GREEK?

WHY MD YOU DECIDE TO 00 GREEK?

WHY MD YOU DECIDE TO GO GREEK?

I wanted to get involved on
campus and meet people.

My first friends here were Pi
Kapps, and then when I found
out about the great community
service and ideas behind the
fraternity it made me want to
join.

As a way to meet a good group
of girls and get involved on
campus.

Because of the great people in
the fraternity.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART
ABOUT BEINO GREEK?

My sisters.

Do you know
someone who
you believe gets
his/her Greek on
supremely?
Contact
the editor at
johnt@bgsu.
edu by March
10 with your
favorite BG
Greek.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART
ABOUT BEING GREEK?

— WHAT'S IS GOING TO BIT

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART
ABOUT BEING GREEK?

The sisterhood and being able
to live in a house with girls I'm
friends with.

To be able to teleport. I just saw
the movie "Jumper" and I would
want that power.

I like the opportunity to
meet new people and play
intramurals.

YOU GET ONE SUPERPOWER
WHAT S IS GOING TO BE?

YOU GET ONE SUPERPOWER

LETS PLAY FAVORITES — SICSIC
OR FREDDIE AND FRIEDA?

YOU GET ONE SUPERPOWER

Freddie and Frieda because
Sicsic scares me.

Invisibility. You could have a lot
of fun with people.

FAVORITE BUILDING ON CAMPUS?

LETS PLAY FAVORITES — SICSIC
OR FREDDIE AND FRIEDA?

Not the art building. I'd say the
union because it has food.

— WHAT'S IS GOING TO BET

Sicsic. They give me candy.

CHAPTER GOALS?

CHAPTER GOALS?

To get everyone in the chapter
more involved and to recruit
some amazing girls.

Help us to become a better
chapter than last year.

To be able to disappear and
reappear somewhere else.
LETS PLAY FAVORITES — SICSIC

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART
ABOUT BEING GREEK?

Going to socials, playing
intramural sports and the
brotherhood.
YOU GET ONE SUPERPOWER
— WHAT'S IS GOING TO BE?

To be able to jump to any
classroom without walking
there. I've actually thought
about that one before.

OR FREDME AMD FRIEDA?

LETS PLAY FAVORITES — SICSIC

Freddie and Frieda, no
competition. They are more
cuddly and friendly looking.

OR FREDDIE AND FRIEDA?

CHAPTER GOALS?

CHAPTER GOALS?

As academics chair I want to
make sure we keep our grades
up.

To recruit more people, make
brotherhood even better and for
us to get our own house.

Freddie and Frieda because they
look more fun.

